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Submission to SORE by: Candidate for Council 2018 Stuart McCormack             

Below is a list of questions on which SORE is requesting your response. We intend to post all 
responses on our website and possibly to refer to them in our ongoing communications with 
NOTL residents. We ask for your response no later than September 15, 2018.    

Q1) Do you think it possible to finalize a new Official Plan within the first year of the new 
Council’s term?  What in your view should be the key elements of a new Official Plan that differ 
from the existing Official Plan? 

A1) This depends on what you mean by the word “finalize”.   

As you may know there is a new version of the Official Plan (OP) to be released I am told in 
September. It is unclear as to precisely what the contents are, although I have been told it is 
substantially different from draft 3 from 2016. Accordingly the document will require internal 
review by the new Council. There will be a statutory requirement of at least one open house and 
one public consultation and there are notice periods required for each amounting to 
approximately 1 month. Assuming the OP is then reviewed and revised based on input from 
stakeholders and assuming it is in conformity with the various statutory regimes  ( Growth Plan, 
Greenbelt act, Niagara Escarpment Act etc. ) the OP could then be viewed as being in one sense 
“finalized”. This should be possible within the first year, assuming there are a sufficient number 
of councillors to agree on this as a priority. 

However as a lower tier municipality there is a process to be followed by NOTL to get approval 
/ratification of a comprehensive Official Plan. The OP must be reviewed and accepted by the 
upper tier Niagara Region as being in conformity with its own OP. My understanding is that the 
Niagara Region is reviewing its own OP and is looking at a 3 year timeline for completion. So 
although you may have NOTL council “finalize” an OP it will not be capable of coming into 
force until such time as the Niagara Region completes its review and review by the Province.   

One of the key elements for the new OP or an immediate amendment to the existing OP should 
be a Community Planning Permit System (CPPS) formerly known as the Development Permit 
System which effectively combines zoning, site plan, and minor variance approvals into a single 
regulatory process (which gives the review body the opportunity to see the whole package 
simultaneously). 

At a minimum the CPPS inclusion in the OP is required to contain inter alia the following: 

1. Identification of proposed CPPS area (which I would submit initially covers at a minimum old 
town and more preferably the urban boundaries of Niagara-on-the-Lake.) 

2. Scope of authority that may be delegated 

3. Towns goal, objectives and policies for using CPPS 
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4. Types of conditions that may be included in the CPPS bylaw 

5. Types of criteria that may be included in CPPS permit bylaw by which applications would be 
evaluated 

It may also address additional information requirements to be included over and above those 
listed above.  

Having passed the OP or a CPPS component, it will be necessary to enact a CPPS bylaw which 
by regulation must contain inter alia: 

1. Area to which it applies 

2. Set out and define permitted uses 

3. Set out minimum and maximum standards for development  

4. Describe any internal review procedures for development permits e g review by a design 
review panel (DRP)  (composed of architects , landscape professionals, urban planners, heritage 
experts etc.) to vet the application for conformity with Towns requirements , such as are being 
used and proposed in a variety of other communities  

In addition the new OP should make concrete provision for I) sustainability goals, ii) greater 
emphasis on active transportation issues and iii) green energy planning 

Q2) What is your ten-year vision for the communities that comprise NIAGARA-ON-THE-
LAKE (Glendale, Old Town, Queenston, St. David’s and Virgil) with respect to residential and 
commercial development? 

A2) My own personal preference is new urbanism which promotes the creation and restoration of 
diverse, walkable, compact, vibrant, mixed-use communities composed of the same components 
as conventional development, but assembled in a more integrated fashion, in the form of 
complete communities. These contain housing, work places, shops, entertainment, schools, 
parks, and civic facilities essential to the daily lives of the residents, all within easy walking 
distance of each other. New Urbanism promotes the increased use of public transit, instead of 
more or larger highways, roads and parking lots, building a sense of community and 
development with sound ecological practices, with architecture and landscape design that 
replicate, respect and enhance local history  

One of the offshoots of new urbanism is Agricultural urbanism, which I think is particularly 
relevant to NOTL. This movement seeks to integrate the concepts of new urbanism with 
sustainable food system goals.  
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Its practical foundation includes inter alia urban agriculture, framers markets and direct 
marketing by farmers, agricultural land preservation and farmland security, farmers succession 
planning (see for example the Ontario Farmland Trust 
https://ontariofarmlandtrust.ca/programs/land-securement/protect-your-farm/farmland-
protection-agreements/) 

However, I am a lawyer not a town planner. To me each of these communities is different and 
has both different architecture and needs. I would prefer to consult professionals like the DRP 
(mentioned above) to develop in consultation with all local stakeholders a vision for each of 
these communities.  

Q3) Is the current proposal for Randwood (the most recent revised plan submitted by the Marotta 
group) appropriate for this site and neighbourhood given its significant cultural heritage value 
and its location in an established residential neighbourhood? Why or why not? 

A3)   Both with respect to this question and the subsequent question it should be understood that 
I am not prejudging either matter , as to do so would leave me open to a claim of bias if I were 
called to decide these matters on council and raise the potential for my recusal from a decision.  
So my response in both cases is simply based on the current information I have in my possession.  

Subject to the foregoing I do not believe the new proposal is appropriate. The hotel facility 
seems more akin to a wedding/event hall which will result in short term visits, high turnover and 
undue noise and traffic.  

Moreover the Towns current OP provides in the context of Estate Lots 

“Prior to any application for a plan of subdivision or consent the proponent shall submit to the 
municipality the following: 

a) A streetscape study prepared by a qualified professional planner or other appropriate 
professional and approved by the Town demonstrating that the creation of a lot(s) will not 
negatively affect the character of the street or nearby homes. 

b) The proponent demonstrates that there is no negative impact on vegetation or drainage in the 
area. 

c) The proponent demonstrates that the ambience, character, setting and historic value of the 
existing home will be retained. 

d) Both the severed and retained parcel should have a frontage, lot area and proposed setbacks 
that complement the character and historic home and surrounding homes.” 

Regardless of whether Randwood is classed as an Estate Lot, logic would suggest the same 
criteria should apply. It would appear to me the proposed development falls short on all these 
criteria. 

https://ontariofarmlandtrust.ca/programs/land-securement/protect-your-farm/farmland-protection-agreements/
https://ontariofarmlandtrust.ca/programs/land-securement/protect-your-farm/farmland-protection-agreements/
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Q4) What consideration should be given in your view to the various matters specified in OPA51 
(the Official Plan amendment in 2011 that permitted Randwood to be changed from residential to 
commercial for the Romance Inn-see attached) when deciding whether  the Marotta group 
proposal should be approved?   

A4) The Part B amendment  in respect of  both “General Commercial (Randwood Estate) “and 
“Open Space” contains specific provisions as to the nature of uses allowed and the mitigation 
measures to be employed .There is no reason to loosen the constraints imposed by the 
amendments .  

Q5) What would you do to ensure the preservation and sensitive use of other heritage buildings 
and lands within each of the communities that comprise NOTL? 

The Town maintains a list of designated properties. As a first step this list should be circulated to 
each community and a Town Hall meeting held in each community to discuss what a heritage 
building/land is and encourage the townspeople to offer their suggested inclusions in this regard.  

As to the heritage approach in each of these communities see for example this work by the city 
of Burlington detailing guidelines for new development consistent with qualities established by 
neighboring heritage buildings, and the overall character of the setting   

https://www.burlington.ca/uploads/92/635575154691546768.pdf 

This both sets out detailed heritage elements and factors to be considered in new development. 
Assuming the cost is reasonable a similar approach could be undertaken for each of the 
communities. 

Q6) How will you ensure appropriate public input into planning decisions affecting high-profile 
sites such as Randwood (e.g. encouraging staff to accommodate delegations, location of Council 
and committee meetings on matters of great public interest such as Randwood)? 

A6) A better effort must be made to notify interested parties of matters of interest before council.  
Physical public notice boards only meet Statutory requirements (provided they are not defaced or 
obliterated), but they are the bare minimum. 

The Town website is opaque and needs to be more user friendly, people should be able to easily 
access information about development and zoning changes. 

Meetings with large public input should be held in a facility sufficient to accommodate all 
concerned, such as the community Centre. The Councillors should be visible to all; the agenda 
should be also be visible to all and ordered to address matters of highest public input first. The 

https://www.burlington.ca/uploads/92/635575154691546768.pdf
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delegation form should be revised to provide greater guidance to Delegations as to their 
presentations (Tell council at the outset what you want them to do, tell them the facts not 
speculation which supports your request , and conclude again by telling council precisely what 
you want).  

I would also like to explore the possibility of improving the Join the Conversation website to a 
V2.0 and improving the live streaming of meetings.  

Q7) Under what circumstances if any would you support the expansion of the current NOTL 
urban boundaries into agricultural land or the Greenbelt?   

A7) For myself I (and expect the majority of individuals who have relocated to NOTL) moved to 
this area to be surrounded by agriculture and horticulture.  I also believe the majority of residents 
here wish to preserve those elements and I would advocate for doing so.  The Greenbelt 
boundaries are fixed pursuant to the Greenbelt Act and the Niagara Escarpment Planning and 
Development Act and only the Province may amend those Acts. The urban boundaries are fixed 
by the Regional plan. 

The Regional Municipal Comprehensive Review (pursuant to the Growth Plan for the Greater 
Golden Horseshoe released under the provincial Places to Grow act) calls for NOTL to move 
from its current 18880 pop to 26580 by 2041 an approximate increase of 40%. This will require 
what the Province calls intensification .The key issue will be how to avoid encroaching on 
existing agricultural and Greenbelt areas, so due consideration should be given to identifying 
brownfield sites for such development.  
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